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EIGHT YEARS

THE GOOD LIFE!
LIVING



Capturing the View  
A team effort by  

architect David Taber, 
interior designer Jamie  

Drake and landscape  
architect Janice Parker 
takes full advantage of 
incredible water views. 

See Resources.

 COLORIN LIVING 
A MOVE TO THE CONNECTICUT SHORELINE RESULTS IN A SHIFT TO  

BOLD INTERIOR HUES AND A SERIES OF OUTDOOR SPACES
BY ALEXA STEVENSON | PHOTOGRAPHY BY KEITH SCOTT MORTON



The Next Level (above) 
Landscape architect 

Janice Parker carved 
multiple outdoor rooms 

out of the steep site. 
Take a Dip (near right) 
The infinity-edge pool 

designed by Janice 
Parker adjoins the raised 

terrace. Inside Out (far 
right) Outdoor furniture 

from Donald Sutherland 
creates an outdoor living 

room by the pool.  
See Resources.

WHEN A MANHATTAN COUPLE with a weekend place in 
Connecticut was looking for their dream house in Greenwich, location 
was not just key—it was the selling point. Architect David Taber of Taber 
Studios, who worked with the couple on the project, recalls: “They hired a 
building inspector, and the husband said something like ‘unless you tell me 
this house was built on a nuclear waste property, we are buying it.’ They 
loved the property that much.” Indeed, on a secluded inlet overlooking Long 
Island Sound, there was much to love.

The existing house, however, was another story. The 1930s Spanish-style 
home with white stucco painted terracotta roof tiles, wood shingles and 
traditional moldings around windows and doors was in “desperate need of 
renovation,” says Taber. “And the existing house didn’t really take advantage 
of the views and the outdoor quality of the site. But they wanted to keep 
the character of the original house. So the whole design—outside and in—
aimed to honor the water views, while remaining true to its character.” The 
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Sitting Pretty (top left) A terrace  
along the entire main level 
includes a dining area and  
outdoor kitchen. Swing Time 
(far left) An indoor/outdoor 
room off the billiards room holds 
a custom swing sofa. Room 
with a View (left) A banquette 
in the breakfast room savors 
the beauty of the Sound. The 
Roman shades are in a Lulu DK 
print. Hanging Tough (above) The 
kitchen’s wooden cabinets by 
CJS Millwork are painted taupe. 
Contemporary Niche Modern 
pendants hang over the island. 
See Resources.

couple and their two teenage children also needed more space. “The addition 
became a large box cranked 90 degrees to the original, with a garage and a 
pool house with guest room and gym,” says Taber. “The two masses are  
completely separate, but similar to each other in design style.”

It wasn’t until Manhattan-based designer Jamie Drake came along, 
though, that the inside and outside really came together. “Jamie came on 
board a little later than most interior decorators, so we had the flow down 
already. But he was critical in making everything work together,” explains 
Taber. The wife was keen on a more contemporary design on the inside 
while keeping the outside traditional, yet the husband is more of a  

traditionalist. Drake, who had worked with the couple close to 20 years 
ago in their Manhattan apartment, was able to find middle ground with a 
transitional style. “Having grown up in Connecticut, I do understand the 
Connecticut style. But that’s filtered though the Jamie Drake lens, which 
includes a palpable vitality with injections of color,” he explains. “In previous 
apartments, they had lived entirely with neutrals. One of their desires was to 
have interiors with colors. We went with bold accents and punches of  
colors throughout.”

The foyer sets the general mood for the entire space: elegant and  
traditional millwork combined with furnishings that are more contemporary 
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Color Burst The living room is marked by a comfortable but elegantly appointed seating area. Two contrasting Pierre Frey fabrics personalize the sofas. 
The purple ikat pillows by Madeleine Weinrib echo the purple wing chair and the Holly Hunt dining chairs in the background. See Resources. 

        



Cozy Spot Glass mushrooms dot the man-
tel in the master bedroom (left), where the 
painting over the fireplace is by French 
Cubist Jacques Villon. The mohair area rug 
is from the Beauvais Skins collection, and 
the drapes are a custom embroidered  
hand-painted fabric. Guest Quarters 
Variations on the red and white theme 
define the guest room (above), where 
checked Pierre Frey coverlets complement 
the Holland & Sherry stripe fabric on the 
chair and ottoman. The same red and off-
white Brunschwig & Fils toile featured on 
the headboard and bedskirts provides the  
backdrop for the desk and chair (right) and 
the rest of the room. See Resources.

in nature but with nods to the past. Throughout, the spaces are connected 
by shades of pumice, taupe and greige. Bursts of colors are layered in  
upholstery, pillows and curtains. A retro wing chair covered in purple 
leather, for example, is the first thing visible in the living room from the 
front door, which is painted the same vibrant shade. Accessories reiterate the 
upbeat color palette. “The homeowners wanted something livelier and a little 
more relaxed,” says Drake. “They wanted to celebrate and take advantage of 
the verdant property, and focus on and frame the views.”

And the outdoors is much celebrated by the family. Landscape  
architect Janice Parker, who has known the couple for years, designed  
different levels of outdoor spaces on the 1.34-acre lot. She converted the steep 
site into a series of terraces that step down with the grade. “We wanted  
privacy and to maximize water views, and I also wanted to create multiple 
areas for family life—a place to watch the sunset, to have a glass of wine, a 
loggia for outdoor eating, a pool area and so on.”

Parker worked with Drake on furnishing the outdoor spaces to match 
their use. “Contemporary and colorful was the direction we were all going 
in,” notes Parker. “It’s compelling for us to create a space that speaks to  
intimate domestic family life. This family really uses every single part of the 
property, and that’s tremendously satisfying.” ✹

Game On (left) Indian lanterns hanging over 
the Summit game table spice up the loggia. 
Set the Mood (top) Pierre Frey’s bold Shangai 
Orange fabric covers a bench in the foyer. 
Bright Spot (above) The vibrant paprika silk 
drapes match the felt of the billiards table in 
the game room. The rug is from the Jamie 
Drake Collection for Safavieh. Sleep Tight 
(right) A millwork wall in Sycamore and ice 
blue lacquer create sense of privacy and  
intimacy in the master bedroom. See Resources.
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